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3.02 Signaling - Deliberate Fire 
 
 (1) In deliberate fire competitions, each shot will be signaled separately. When a 

shot has been fired, the target shall be lowered and the position(s) of all hit(s) 
found, if there are any, will be shown by spotting indicator(s) plugged in the bullet 
hole(s). All previous holes shall be patched.  The value of the highest scoring hit 
found on the target will be shown by a further, but different, indicator, placed along 
the edge of the target in accordance with the following code: 

 
 
 
 

 Miss Hit              Outer     Magpie     Inner           Bull        V-Bull 
    score        score score       score        score            score         score 
       0 1     2           3             4                  5             5V 
 
 (2) A spotting or value indicator that has been hit MUST NOT be used again 

until it has been patched; in the case of 300 yard or 300 metre events the disc 
MUST be discarded. 

 
 (3) When examining targets, the possibility must always be considered that a hit 

may have occurred through the spotting disc or value indicator without blowing its 
peg out.  Such a hole may be close to "keyholing" the previous shot on that target, 
and must not be overlooked or inadvertently patched over, otherwise the shooter 
could unfairly lose the value of a shot to which he is legally entitled. 

 
(4) For “F” Class competitors only, the Statistics Office will change each 5V to 
score six points each, but scorers must still enter a ‘V’ on the scorecard. 

 
3.03 to 3.05 inclusive Reserved 
 
3.06 Scoring - General 
 
 (1) When a shot of any calibre touches the line between the scoring divisions of 

the target, as measured by a gauge of 0.308"/7.62mm diameter, the competitor will 
be credited with the higher value. 

 
 (2) A "V" Bull scores five points, but is better than an "ordinary" bullseye.  For 

example, a score of 50 with 9 "Vs" is higher than a score of 50 with 8 "Vs". For “F” 
Class competitors only, the Statistics Office will change each 5V to score six points. 

 
 (3) No competitor may, under any circumstances, knowingly claim or accept 

points which he has not made, or connive at any such conduct by another 
competitor.  See Rules 9.16(7) and 26.02 (9). 

 
 (4) A Range Officer may not go to the butts to inspect a target, nor  allow 

anyone reporting to him, or any competitor to do so. 


